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php architect's Guide to PHP Security|Marco Tabini, 2005
With the number of security flaws and exploits discovered and released every day constantly on the rise, knowing how to write secure and reliable applications is becoming more and more important every day.
Written by Ilia Alshanetsky, on eo fhte foremost experts on PHP security in the world, php|architect's Guide to PHP Security focuses on...
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Winternals: Defragmentation, Recovery, and Administration Field GuideSyngress Publishing, 2006
Winternals first came to my rescue in November of 1999. It was then that I purchased my Winternals Administrator's Pak. It contained BlueSave Version 1.01, ERD Commander Professional Version 1.06, Monitoring Tools (Filemon and Regmon) Enterprise Editions Version 1.0, NTFSDOS Professional Version 3.03, NTRecover Version 1.0, and Remote Recover...
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Linux Applications on PseriesIBM Press, 2003
The strengths of the AIX operating system are well known among in the UNIX software community. Its reliability and great degree of scaling make AIX the perfect choice for hosting mission-critical applications. It is a robust and flexible operating system that meets all the requirements for the various demands of e-business environments. At the same...
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Software Test Automation (ACM Press)Addison Wesley, 1999
You can't just buy an automated testing tool and expect to improve your organization's testing process without some real effort, at least that is what the authors of Software Test Automation argue. Written for any test manager or engineer, this practical-minded guide shows the right way to automate testing to bring down costs and improve...
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Microsoft .NET for Visual FoxPro DevelopersHentzenwerke Publishing, 2002
I asked myself this question when early releases of .NET first arrived on the scene. Visual FoxPro allowed me to do pretty much anything I wanted, from building single-tier applications with a VFP back end, all the way to building distributed Internet applications accessing clientserver data.

Then, I started to dive into the .NET...
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Access 2007 VBA Programmer's ReferenceWrox Press, 2007
Access 2007 VBA Programmer's Reference
Written by Access MVPs and Microsoft Access testers, this resource will give you the tools to leverage Access 2007's built-in functionality and VBA in order to build more dynamic applications. It explores all aspects of VBA programming for Access and describes the latest innovations. You'll also find...
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C++ Standard Library Practical Tips (Programming Series)Charles River, 2005
Put the Power of the C++ Standard Library to Work!
C++ Standard Library Practical Tips teaches beginning and experienced programmers how to use the Standard Library and its major component the Standard Template Library (STL) effectively in routine programming chores. The book provides 100 quick, easy-to-use tips and solutions to common...
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TYPO3 4.3 Multimedia CookbookPackt Publishing, 2010

	TYPO3 is one of the world's leading open source content management systems, written in PHP, which can be used to create and customize your web site. Along with text content, you can display high quality images, audio, and video to your site's visitors by using TYPO3. It is essential to manage various types of multimedia files in...
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Automated Database Applications Testing: Specification Representation for Automated ReasoningWorld Scientific Publishing, 2010

	This book introduces SpecDB, an intelligent database created to represent and host software specifications in a machine-readable format, based on the principles of artificial intelligence and unit testing database operations. SpecDB is demonstrated via two automated intelligent tools. The first automatically generates database constraints...
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Drinking Water and Infectious Disease: Establishing the LinksCRC Press, 2002

	There still exists considerable uncertainty in many countries about the contribution of drinking water to sporadic cases of disease. The Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD), in cooperation with the World Health Organization (WHO), led the Workshop on Molecular Technologies for Safe Drinking Water in 1998 to address...
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Pro iOS 5 Tools: Xcode, Instruments and Build Tools (Professional Apress)Apress, 2011


	By now, you have written an iOS application or two. You have also learned that making

	a great app is hard work. From spontaneous crashes to memory leaks and bugs that

	create other bugs, the simplest of apps can quickly become a nightmare. Fortunately,

	these issues are easy to diagnose with the tools at our disposal.


...
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Pro SharePoint with jQueryApress, 2012


	In 2009, Lightning Tools decided to take one of its best-selling products, a desktop application, and put it

	into the browser as an application page in SharePoint—which turned out to be quite a challenge. When

	we were looking at technologies to use, jQuery stood out as something that could be really helpful.

	We spent a lot of...
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